BLOOMBERG ECONOMICS FOR CANADA

CANADA DATA EXPANSION
Bloomberg has over 22,800 tickers which span across more than 100 concepts and include sources such as Statistics Canada (16,000+ tickers), IMF (1,600+), OECD (750+), Bank for International Settlements (500+), Bank of Canada (390) and many more.

In 2013, Bloomberg added over 11,000 Canadian tickers. Our focus this year is to continue to aggressively expand our content with a heavy focus on international trade and balance of payments, the labor market, personal/household sector, national accounts, and government finance and debt.

CANADA ECONOMY ANALYTICS
ECST CA <GO> – Canada Economic Statistics
ECWB <GO> – Transform Economic Indicators
ECFC CA <GO> – Canada Economics Forecasts
BOC <GO> – Bank of Canada Portal
WIRP <GO> – Canada Interest Rate Probability
TAYL <GO> – Canada Taylor Rule
IFMO <GO> – Canada Inflation Monitor

LEARN MORE
Bloomberg is committed to continuing to be your source for Canadian economic data and analytics. To learn more about Bloomberg’s economics product, contact your Bloomberg account representative or press the <HELP> key twice on the Bloomberg Professional® service.
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